Carpet Making:
Inspiring,
service-oriented
and tailor-made

Carpet Making inspires

Project: AVRO & TROS

Welcome to Carpet Making!
As interior designer, project designer or interior decorator it
is your mission to turn ‘bald’ premises into attractive spaces.
To turn a house into a home and an office into an inspiring
and agreeable place to work. Carpet Making helps you to
succeed in your mission.
We make tailor-made carpets out of wall-to-wall carpeting.
Our profound knowledge, skills and experiences enable us to
offer you a carpet that always answers the style, atmosphere
and budget you have in mind. We are strong in custommade manufacturing which means we manufacture the
most extraordinary styles and shapes of the highest quality.
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Welcome to Carpet Making!
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“Carpet Making has a pleasant
way of doing business. They
are reliable, flexible, creative
and goal-driven.”

Project: Louis Vuitton

Information and inspiration
Carpet Making offers you tailor-made carpets out of wallto-wall carpeting. But that’s not our sole strength. When
looking for a special carpet, we can inspire and inform you.
We figure as your sparring-partner. We think along and help
you create a specific atmosphere or spot. We like to share
our elaborate knowledge of technical possibilities with you.
We are familiar with your branch and know your goals and
thus can help realize them. Moreover we are known for our
pleasant way of doing business. We are reliable, flexible,
creative and goal-driven.
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Carpet Making delivers
goods made to measure

Project: Babylon Hotel

Different kinds of edge
finishing
Starting point is the atmosphere you want to create. From
this point of view we can offer you different kinds of edge
finishing. It all depends on the desired look and the practical
conditions. Since we strive for high-quality carpets, we
advise you to choose blind wrapping, wrapping with a
(visible) leather or cotton carpet frame or volume carpet
whether or not with a high-quality antiskid carpet underlay.
Each way of edge finishing has its own look: from natural to
more luxurious and exclusive.
Scalloping is also possible. It is our pleasure to advise you
upon the way of edge finishing which suits your situation
the most.
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“We translate your ideas into a
carpet that reflects the
appropriate atmosphere in
every detail.”

Project: Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen

Strong in goods made to
measure
Carpet Making offers you tailor-made carpets. From small
to very big, from isle-shaped to elongated. Perhaps you
want an isle-shaped spot on the floor? A unique style for
a specific spot? Then surely you have a specific carpet in
mind. Carpet Making takes the challenge to translate your
ideas into a carpet that reflects the appropriate atmosphere
in every detail. Regardless whether you want a plain and
simple rug, a mosaic carpet or a unique carpet you have
designed yourself. All is possible! We cut the carpet into the
shape you want. Moreover we like to stray off the beaten
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tracks to find the optimal solution along with you.
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Carpet Making relieves you!

Project: De Rotterdam

Quick, professional and
within the budget
When being responsible for a small or large project, it feels
good to work with professional partners who share your
responsibility. A partner like Carpet Making. We always stick
to the arrangements made and make sure a professional and
quick delivery takes place. Together we look at your wishes,
schedule and budget in order to translate all of this into a
clear offer. We stand for a personal service. If necessary, we
lay the carpet on site ourselves. In other words, we want to
unburden you!
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“As to all projects we
work accurately and
communicate clearly with
clients and partners.”

Project: Trouwzaal Arnhem

Focus on quality
Whatever we do, we want to do it properly. Therefore we
leave nothing to chance. When dealing with larger projects
for example, we provide an additional verification stage
during the working process. First we manufacture a rough
version of the carpet. Then we measure it on site. It avoids
unpleasant surprises. Moreover this procedure ensures the
carpet will answer the purpose as discussed with you.
It goes without saying that we work accurately and
communicate clearly with clients and partners even when
smaller projects are involved: delivering a high-quality
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product always comes first!
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What ideas do you have?

Project: AVRO & TROS

Get inspired!
Visit our website. Subscribe to our newsletter or follow us
on Facebook.

Website
http://www.carpetmaking.nl/

Subscribe to the newsletter
http://www.carpetmaking.nl/inschrijven-nieuwsbrief

Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/CarpetMaking
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You want to know more about our carpets, the
way we finish them or the service we render? Do
not hesitate to contact us!
We are glad to tell you all about!

Nobelweg 4
5482 NN Schijndel
T: +31 (0) 73 611 01 90
F: +31 (0) 73 611 01 91
E: info@carpetmaking.nl

